Abstract∼ A novel multiple access scheme for the uplink cellular systems, referred to as FH/SS-OFDMA, is proposed. The proposed scheme employs both frequency hopping and code multiplexing on frequency domain to acquire frequency diversity and suppress intercell interference. The performance of proposed scheme is investigated and evaluated in cellular environments and compared with that of other multiple access schemes. It has been found that the proposed one outperforms other multiple access schemes. Simulation results for various parameters, such as system load, modulation scheme, spreading factor, and interference level are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, fourth generation (4G) wireless systems are discussed to provide variety of services with different data rate and delay requirement to the customers anytime, anywhere. According to ITU reports, next generation wireless communications system requires 100Mps for maximum data rate of fast moving user and 1Gbps for fixed user, which is 50~100 times larger than that of 3G systems [1] . To achieve high data rate services, it is essential to develop transmission technologies that utilize broadband frequency resources efficiently in cellular systems. Thus, transmission technologies fit with efficient utilization of broadband frequency resource have been developed. For example, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) attracts attention because it overcomes inter-symbol interference in broadband systems by dividing broadband into a large number of sub-bands. On the other hand, since 4G systems aim to provide various services anytime, anywhere, it should be considered in cellular environments. In cellular systems, frequency resource allocation strategy and multiple access scheme are the most important parts and determine frequency reuse factor. In the viewpoint of initial cell planning, deployment, and spectral efficiency, it is desirable to achieve the universal frequency reuse (reuse factor=1). Hence, differentiation of users and management of intercell interference are critical in determining the most appropriate multiple access schemes in cellular systems. Various multiple access schemes that combine OFDM technology with classical multiple access schemes have been proposed to achieve the universal frequency reuse. For instance, MC-CDMA allocates different codes to each user and overcomes intercell interference by spreading data symbols over subcarriers in the frequency domain [2] . SS-MC-MA differentiates users by allocating different subcarriers and suppresses intercell interference by spreading data symbols over subcarriers in the frequency domain. In point of user allocation it is similar to OFDMA, but in point of interference averaging it is ____________________ This work was supported in part by the National Research Laboratory Program of Korea and Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology. similar to MC-CDMA [3] . On the other hand, FH-OFDMA differentiates users in the frequency domain, while averages intercell interference and acquire frequency diversity gain by frequency hopping cooperated with channel coding [4] [5] . To find out the most appropriate multiple access schemes, it is necessary to investigate the performances of each multiple access schemes in cellular environments so that the effects of intercell interference should be considered for the comparisons of multiple access schemes. However, most works on multiple access schemes have been restricted to single cell environments.
In this paper, a novel multiple access scheme, referred to as FH/SS-OFDMA, is proposed for uplink cellular systems. The performance of proposed scheme is investigated and evaluated in cellular environments and compared with that of other multiple access schemes according to variable parameters like system load, modulation scheme, spreading factor, and interference level.
II. PROPOSED MULTIPLE ACCESS SCHEME
The proposed multiple access scheme, referred to as FH/SS-OFDMA, is a generalized scheme that spreads data symbols over the frequency domain as SS-MC-MA and hop spread symbols as FH-OFDMA. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of FH/SS-OFDMA, and Fig. 2 illustrates how FH/SS-OFDMA transmits signals in the frequency and time domains. K encoded symbols of a user are multiplexed and spread to SF subcarriers in the frequency domain with orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes for channelization of each symbol. Then they are scrambled by long PN codes to be distinguished from symbols of the same orthogonal code in neighboring base stations (BSs). Spread symbols are hopped at every symbol time with random orthogonal hopping pattern, but hopping interval can be lengthened to multiple symbol times for design strategy. Through IFFT and parallel to serial conversion they are converted to time domain samples and then guard interval is inserted. At the baseband, transmitted signal of FH/SS-OFDMA of user j is expressed as
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In this equation, ( ) At the receiver, the received signal at the baseband is expressed as
where ( ) 
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In this paper, channel compensation is based on MMSE criterion. So the weight factor 
III. COMPARISONS OF MULTIPLE ACCESS SCHEMES
In uplink systems, since multiple user's signals experiencing different channel paths are received at the same time, it is difficult to recover code orthogonality of different users with MC-CDMA [2] . To retrieve multiple access interference, utilization of multi-user detector is proposed [6] [7] . But it is too complicated than single user detector to realize in practical situations. Since FH/SS-OFDMA sustains orthogonality between users of the same cell, single user detection is enough to compensate different channel response of chip signals spread over different subcarriers. In this paper, MMSE receiver is employed for channel compensation. On the other side, pre-equalization techniques are adopted for MC-CDMA systems in [8] [9] , and it is shown to restore code orthogonality successfully. However, it is restricted to TDD systems only, because it requires large amount of feedback. Moreover, if the speed of user increases so that coherence time is shortened, feedback information based on the reciprocity of TDD systems is not available anymore. Above all, MC-CDMA is not appropriate multiple access scheme in uplink cellular systems.
Every user should transmit it's own pilot signal in uplink systems, which results serious efficiency degradation for SS-MC-MA and FH-OFDMA. To reduce this overhead, noncoherent detection of concatenated symbols in a hop is adopted in [5] for FH-OFDMA, which degrades system performance comparing to the case utilizing coherent detection assuming channel state information is known. However, in FH/SS-OFDMA, subcarriers with highly correlated channels are grouped and multiple data bits of one user are spread in this group of subcarriers at the same time, pilot overhead can be reduced significantly so that efficient resource utilization is possible.
There exists a trade-off between self-interference and diversity gain for spreading symbols over the frequency domain in frequency selective fading channels. If the channel responses for different chips of a spread symbol are not flat, code orthogonality is not preserved and it causes selfinterference, while frequency diversity gain can be obtained. To maximize frequency diversity effect, it has been proposed that chips of each spread symbol are interleaved on the frequency domain [10] . However, the effects of self-interference rather than the frequency diversity may dominate the performance when the system load is high and high-order modulations like 16-QAM, 64-QAM are adopted. Based on this rationale, in FH/SS-OFDMA, each symbol is spread over contiguous subcarriers as depicted in Fig. 1 . so that code orthogonality can be preserved as much as possible while acquire frequency diversity gain from frequency hopping cooperated with channel coding.
Intercell interference is also averaged by frequency hopping, and even if collision occurs it is suppressed by spreading as described above. As a result, we can get diversity gain and intercell interference averaging from both spreading and hopping. We can optimize both effects while adjusting the spreading gain and collision probability of frequency hopping. As the number of codes K for a hop increases, the number of hops decreases so that collision probability of each hop also decreases. However, spreading gain SF/K is reduced and interference suppression capability in the case of collision decreases. On the other side, if we reduce the number of codes K for a hop, SF/K increases so that the effects of interference are reduced. But the number of hops becomes larger for same amount of resource utilization, which brings about more frequent collisions. The optimum strategy for the trade-off between spreading gain and collision probability for frequency hopping should be determined carefully considering system environments. 
A. Simulation Configurations
Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of FH/SS-OFDMA. The effects of self-interference and diversity gain originated from frequency selective fading channel are investigated with BER performances for various parameters such as system load, modulation scheme, spreading factor, and interference level. A simulator is constructed using C++ language and cellular environment is modeled as Fig. 2 . This model comprises of one center cell (BS0) for performance measure and neighboring 6 cells (BS1~BS6) for interference sources. Users are uniformly distributed in every cell and channel gain (G) is expressed as follow equation considering path loss and multipath fading [12] .
In this equation,
represents path loss according to distance from BS. C = 10 -2.86 is a constant and r represents distance between user and BS. Reference distance 0 R , cell radius R, path loss exponents α are set to 30m, 1km and 3.5, respectively. Shadow fading is not considered, and power control scheme is assumed to compensate path loss of each user to achieve constant E b /N o at the BS for the whole users. m G represents multipath fading component.
Multipath fading channel has Rayleigh distribution, and for autocorrelation function of the channel according to time, Jakes model is employed [13] , and user speed is set to 3km/h. It corresponds to slow fading that frame length is shorter than coherence time. Delay profile is modeled based on IEEE 802.20 Pedestrian B channel model [14] (RMS delay = 0.65µs). Carrier frequency and system bandwidth are set to be 5GHz and 20MHz, respectively. Number of subcarriers is 1024 so that subcarrier spacing is about 19.53kHz and symbol length is 53.6µs including guard interval 2.4µs. Convolutional code is adopted for channel coding with rate 1/3 and constraint length 7. Simulation parameters are listed in Table  1 . For hopping pattern of FH-OFDMA and FH/SS-OFDMA schemes, random orthogonal hopping is adopted. This means hopping pattern between different cells are random without coordination, while hopping patterns of each user within same cell are orthogonal avoiding intra-cell collisions. Fig. 3 . shows the BER performance of FH/SS-OFDMA, FH-OFDMA, and SS-MC-MA according to different system load, K/SF, which is defined as the ratio of the number of used codes to that of available codes. QPSK is employed for modulation scheme. SS-MC-MA is set with no subcarrier interleaving in the frequency domain. FH/SS-OFDMA is set to utilizing whole frequency region with minimum number of code for each symbol in a hop. Therefore intercell interference is averaged according to spreading gain SF/K while collision occurs at every hop. Note that SF/K is inverse of system load factor in this case. Frequency diversity gain among different hops is acquired based on frequency hopping combine with convolutional code, while frequency diversity gain within a symbol is acquired with MMSE detection. Neighboring six cells are loaded with the same amount of traffic of equal received power at its own base station. In this figure, it is observed that error floor appears in high SNR region because interference power dominates noise power in high SNR region and the signal power ratio to the interference power is not changed even if SNR increases. It is shown that FH/SS-OFDMA outperforms FH-OFDMA and SS-MC-MA, especially at low system load. For instance, the gain of the FH/SS-OFDMA over FH-OFDMA is about 4dB at BER=10 -3 , when the system load (K/SF)=0.125. It means that we can get more interference suppression capability with code spreading than frequency hopping in this situation. However, note that there exists a trade-off between code spreading and frequency hopping for interference suppression capability. Therefore the amount of resources in each domain should be optimized according to system environments.
Parameter
The BER performance of FH/SS-OFDMA for 16-QAM according to different interference power levels is shown in Fig 4. and 5. For single cell case, in other words, when there exists no interference, required E b /N o to achieve BER=10 -3 is 3dB larger for system load=0.5 than system load=0.125 because of self-interference. The effects of interference power level are shown in Fig. 5 . with BER performance according to the ratio of received signal power of the BS at the center cell to the neighboring BS's received power. SNR and system load is set to be 16dB and 0.25, respectively. To achieve BER=10 -3 , the received power of center cell should be 10dB larger than those of neighboring cells. It can be interpreted that in the case of no power control, users near the BS can acquire higher data rate by adopting 16QAM because average SIR level is higher near BS. Fig. 6 . shows the performance of FH/SS-OFDMA with SF assuming system load=0.125 and 0.25, respectively. For both system load, it is observed that BER has minimum value at SF=64. It can be interpreted as an optimum point among a trade-off between self-interference and frequency diversity gain within a symbol. If SF becomes larger, subcarriers within a symbol experiences greater frequency selectivity. As a result, self-interference from broken orthogonality of code increases which degrades system performance. On the other hand, frequency diversity gain within a symbol also increases by compensating different channel gain of each subcarrier with MMSE receiver. For this reason, there exist a trade-off and Fig. 5 . shows that SF=64 gives optimum performance for given conditions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel multiple access scheme, referred to as FH/SS-OFDMA, for uplink cellular systems. The proposed scheme employs both frequency hopping and code multiplexing on frequency domain to acquire frequency diversity and suppress intercell interference. The performance of proposed scheme is investigated and evaluated in cellular environments and compared with that of other multiple access schemes. It has been shown that the proposed scheme has more than 4dB gain comparing to FH-OFDMA and other multiple access schemes to achieve BER 10 -3 , when the system load is 0.125. Another simulation result for various parameters, such as modulation scheme, spreading factor, and interference level are also investigated. 
